
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of associate
professional. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for associate professional

Follow division strategies to prepare professional service plan utilizing
appropriate timetables and considering budget constraints
Provide training internally( marketers, new employees, business leader) and
externally (distributor, key customers, Key Opinion Leader (KOL), professional
associations, regulatory agencies, universities)
Work closely with marketing and business team in the field to optimize
customer education and growth of sales resulting
Develop and engagement with Key Opinion Leader (KOL) to provide lectures,
articles, testimonials, workshops, endorsements health economic and
research in alignment with business key objectives
Modify existing sales tools such as eLearning, publications, Health Economic
analysis, technical evaluation to meaningful user define benefits
Co-travels with area manager and provide clinical and technical information
that supports and enhances the sales presentation
Lead customer product evaluations, educate related to clinical or technical
conditions, and conducts customer acceptance evaluations (CAE) or customer
verification evaluations
Developing client/project documentation
Work directly with senior personnel, program managers, and external
organizations in the planning, oversight, execution, and evaluation of multiple
complex technical and scientific solutions that ensure the planning for,
execution and analysis of, and refinement of this project is customer focused

Example of Associate Professional Job Description
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Maintains a liaison role with staff and customers, and acts independently on
issues within his/her field of expertise and as tasked to support the
sustainment of functional relationships with all service and joint mission-
related organizations

Qualifications for associate professional

Strong Microsoft Excel & Word skills are essential
Select, recruit, manage, coach and appraise performance of ProEd team
members
Support ProEd team to create effective knowledge transfer, share of best
practices and collaboration between team members
Manage and coordinate assignment of resources and projects across ProEd
team in line with Shire priorities in order to meet timelines and deliverables
Bachelor degree in Health Sciences or related field
5 to 8 years’ experience in the pharmaceutical industry in training and/or
sales/marketing


